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“This is clear for me science and technology does not solve every problem. 
But without science and technology you cannot solve any problem.” 

Ede Teller 

 
Design is a (kind of) creative activity, the main objective of which is to define the 
characteristics of the designed machines or products. These characteristics are not just the 
outside features of the machines but also the fundamental structural and functional parts of 
them. The quality of the design is determined by several factors like the harmony between 
the cultural, the technical, the economic and most of all the functional aspects of the design 
and the flow between the aforementioned categories. The goal of the design is to create a 
colourful quality of the objects in their whole lifecycle. So the designer is not only 
responsible for defining the product concept, but also has to pay attention to the 
mechanical computations, regulations of the law, producability etc. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Our everyday life is full of difficulties, so we need moments of harmony and tranquillity 
that can mean a glass of wine with friends, but to do that, we need a good wine and the 
perfect corkscrew. So the following question is answered: Why the design a corkscrew? 
This paper tries to give an answer to the question what is the ideal shape and appearance of 
a corkscrew. 

The product design – the art of shapes – creates the connection between the object and 
the user of the object. At the same time, it defines the usage of the object, so it becomes an 
integral part of our lives. The quality of these objects reflects the way we perceive our 
environment. 
 
2. Market Research 
 
The development of different objects, tools, the design development, the process of the 
change are specific forms of evolution, which are influenced by one's own will. First of all 
the culture history of the corkscrew will be presented in this chapter than the evolutionary 
aspect of the shape will be considered. The chapter also presents the common ancestors of 
the introduced shape from which today's modern corkscrew can be derived. 
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Figure 1. Famous Corkscrew Types (left to right) 'Butler's Friend' by C. Wienke,  
Walker Bell by E. Walker, Double Winged Lever Corkscrew by D. Rosati 

 
The thesis has striven for uniqueness in the technical and design aspects of the object 

but also puts great emphasis on the designs be in harmony with nature as well. During the 
design of the product to the ecological design criteria was also payed attention such as the 
material selection, the efficiency of materials, energy and the use of technology, 
reversibility, long life, and upgradability. 

Taking the environmental aspects of the design into consideration were the product 
packaging materials and packaging techniques chosen. Because of the characteristic of the 
product the ergonomic approach were combined with the experience from the market 
mainly the hands-on needs were examined and that is why I made different versions of the 
product. 

 

Type Weight (kg) Weight (N) 

T-Corkscrew 22 Kg 215–245 N 
Single Lever Corkscrews 18 Kg 176–206 N 
Double Winged Lever Corkscrew 12 Kg 117–147 N 
Temperature at the start of the experiment: 22 °C 
Temperature at the end of the experiment: 22°C 
Moisture at the start of the experiment: 50% 
Moisture at the end of the experiment: 51% 

Figure 2. Data from the experiment 
 

The best circumstances for the design were examined, evaluated and proved with 
measurements and finite element calculations. Then they were modelled with a 3Dmodeler 
software and animations were made from the product. 
 
3. Ergonomics 
 
Ergonomics is the study of the interaction between people and machines and the factors that 
affect the interaction. Its purpose is to improve the performance of systems by improving 
human machine interaction. This can be done by ‘designing-in’ a better interface or by 
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‘designing-out’ factors in the work environment, in the task, or in the organisation of work 
that degrade human–machine performance. 
 
3.1. Power of the hand 

 
Studies referring to human pressure have shown that the biggest pressure a person can 
apply to the atlas of the human body is 30 kg/cm2 at most if the subject is between 20–36 
years old, 25 kg/cm2 if he/she is between 36–50 years old and they can be pressed by 20 
kg/cm2 in the case of the subjects over 50 years old. When taking the research results into 
consideration. The maximum amount of applicable pressure applied during occasional 
lifting was determined. 

 
 

Figure 3. Age and gender effect to maximum applicable pressure 
 

 
Figure 4. Beginning of tiredness and pain according to the percentage of elbow strength 

Physical effort spreads in an optimal way across the surface of one’s palm when the grip 
of the tool used has contact with a great area of the fingers and the cushioned parts of the 
palm. To achieve this, relatively thick, curved “wings” are required. These wings should 
have a flat surface, fit the palm and follow the curves of the grasping fingers. The push-
and-pull force and the gripping surface area are the most important ergonomic features of a 
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corkscrew. Between the best and the worst corkscrews the necessary strength hand the 
surface of fitting fingers and palm scan vary by 100%, which results in only a quarter of the 
pressure on the palm tops in the best case. 

 

.= concerned gripping surface
degree of fit

entire gripping surface
 

 
The maximum palm force achievable depends greatly on the distance of the corkscrew’s 

wings. Due to different hand sizes, the optimum is about 70 mm for men and 60 mm for 
women. Shorter and longer distances can significantly decrease the maximum force one can 
muster. Trendy slim and curved grips are often so close to each other that one’s fingers can 
get stuck in between. Only tools with proper wing distances are worth being designed to 
avoid it. Also, the two wings grasped in the hands should be thick enough, so that the 
fingers cannot clench them fully. A full clench can lead to the fingertips and nails 
constantly be crashed to the palm.  

 

 

Figure 5. Age factor to the maximum applicable pressure differentiating between genders 

3.2. Conclusion 
 
Today the importance and bloom of product ergonomics have several reasons, for example, 
it is getting more recognition from the economy and this has been created the marketing 
based design. Furthermore the clamp-down regulations also helped the development of the 
product ergonomics. Nowadays designers put much more emphasis on satisfying the needs 
of niche segments like elderly or disabled people. Also ergonomics has become a social 
norm so more and more people demand it, which leads to more studies on the subject and 
also more products based on these studies.  
 
4. Eco-design 

 
Waste management and preventing pollution are the basic motives of environmental 
protection parties but these strategies only mean to minimalize or prevent some kinds of 
effects but ignoring the design of the object. The eco-friendly design put the process of the 
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design into the outmost importance of the designer engineer. This way the effects on the 
environment deriving from the product and the manufacturing process can already be 
reduced from the birth of the design. Almost 80% of the pollution, which will be created by 
the product can be determined at the design phase of the production. Concerning the costs 
of the product life cycle, the situation is the same. This is the reason why it is significant 
that we calculate with the economic and environmental impact of the product from the 
beginning. 
 
4.1. Design for the Life Cycle 

 
Most important features of the Kenneth Crow life cycle design: 

 
• Analyzability 
• Usability 
• Trustworthy 
• Reparability 
• Eco-friendly design 
• Improvability 
• Mounting 
• Safety and product responsibility 
• Ergonomic human characteristics 

 
 

 

Figure 6. The assumed lifecycle of the screwdriver 
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5. Concept and design 
 
5.1. Logo as a symbol 

 
When the logo came to be designed, besides the function of the corkscrew the main aspect 
was its eco-friendly message. The grape leaf positioned above the letters and the wavy line 
running down to the letters evoke plant ornament but it can also be associated with the 
corkscrew or the connection of leaves to the grapevine or even the letter “i” in the Latin 
word “veritas”. 

Grapes and a grape leaf have a rich symbol system, Sumerian cuneiform script marked 
the word life with a sign resembling a grape leaf. It frequently appears in Roman art: its 
meaning is abundance and joy. This symbolism can be connected to Bacchus (the Roman 
equivalent of Dionysus). He is the god of vine, sexuality, fertility even pleasure and 
expressiveness. According to a Jewish tradition, the tree in Eden was a grapevine. 

The Bible has Noah, the father of humanity after the flood, as the first man to cultivate 
grapevines. The name of Deucalion (the “Greek Noah”) literally means “New Wine 
Sailor”. Grape coming from the Land of Promise meant the possibility of new life for the 
Jews. Christians believes that wine is the blood of Jesus. 

 

 

Figure 7. The designed logo 
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6. Realization 
 

After the researches and calculations done, the most favourite part of the designers' job 
comes, which is the conceptual design. After the physical and shape requirements had done 
the double winged lever seemed to be a viable conception. Three 2D sketches were created 
by which the most viable version was modelled in 3D then textured and rendered as it is 
shown in Figure 8 to Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 8. The 2D drafts 

 
Figure 9. Eco-Friendly Pack Concept 
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Figure 10. The 3D model Figure 11. The final concept 
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